Soul Sauce

BEST NEW RECORD OF THE WEEK:

"You Make Me Want to Love You"

(EMOTIONS)

By ED OCHS

Soul Singles

BEST SELLING

Soul Singles

BILLY JOEL "Piano Man"

(Paul Shaffer & The Weathermen)

For the week ending December 29, 1978

From The Music Capitals of the World

DOMESTIC

NASHVILLE

David Ward, formerly with Cerrito, now has some promotion work with Megi. Meanwhile, former Billboard magazine music editor Chuck Estes recently wrote "Hanging On"

JOE FRAZIER, who also answers to Champ, returns to a recording session with producer Bob Yorkey, right, and arranger Richard Rome, lower left. Joe will have a single out on "My Way," and on April 10 he kicks off a tour of South America and Europe with his group, the Knockouts, and the Glories.

MARCH 27, 1971, BILLBOARD
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Ernie Winfield engineered. While in Nashville, Reprise artist Neil Young decided to do a session. He went to Quadraphonic Sound Studios, and ended up with a pretty impressive grouping. Kenneth Breitenbush played drums, and Paul Butterfield played guitar. Back-up singers consisted of Linda Williams, Ben Keith, and Janis Wilson, and he wound up recording for three days. Ron Nagle (formerly with Fast Tracks) first solo album.
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